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Abstract

Incidence of nonunion following long bone fracture fixation and spinal fusion procedures 

is increasing, and very costly for patients and the medical system. Direct current electrical 

stimulation has shown success as an adjunct therapy to stimulate bone healing and increase 

surgery success rates, though drawbacks of current devices and implantable battery packs have 

limited widespread use. Energy harvesting utilizing piezoelectric materials has been widely 

studied for powering devices without a battery, and a preclinical animal study has shown 

efficacy of a piezocomposite spinal fusion implant resulting in faster, more robust fusion. 

Most piezoelectric energy harvesters operate most effectively at high frequencies, limiting 

power generation from loads experienced by orthopedic implants during human motion. This 

work characterizes the efficient power generation capability of a novel composite piezoelectric 

material under simulated walking loads. Building on compliant layer adaptive composite stacks 

(CLACS), the power generation of mixed-mode CLACS (MMCLACS) is defined. Utilizing poling 

direction to capitalize on in-plane strain generation due to compliant layer expansion, MMCLACS 

significantly increased power output compared to a standard piezo stack. The combination of 

radial and through-thickness poled piezoelectric elements within a stack to create MMCLACS 

significantly increases power generation under low frequency dynamic loads. This technology can 

be adapted to a variety of architectures and assembled as a load-bearing energy harvester within 

current implants. MMCLACS integrated with implants would provide enough power to deliver 

bone healing electrical stimulation directly to the fusion site, decreasing nonunion rates, and also 

could provide quantitative assessment of healing progression through load sensing.
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Introduction

Nonunion and delayed bone healing from orthopedic procedures are common complications 

for many patients causing pain, discomfort and increased time and cost to return to normal 

activities of daily living (1,2). Nonunions develop in large gap healing scenarios, most 

commonly in spinal fusion procedures and long bone fracture fixation procedures where 

implant stabilization is necessary to encourage natural bone regeneration (3,4). However, 

for 10–30% of patients, the risk of improper, delayed bone healing is a costly outcome 

(5). To supplement bone healing and improve fracture and surgical fusion success rates, 

several adjunct therapies are used in addition to the primary implants. Electrical stimulation 

has successfully been used clinically for decades in both spinal fusion and long bone 

fracture healing to stimulate healthy bone growth and enhance fusion success, significantly 

reducing risk for nonunion (6–11). The most widely used modality is direct current (DC) 

electrical stimulation (10), increasing overall fusion rates, and showing exceptional results 

in difficult-to-fuse populations, especially tobacco users and high-risk patients (8,10,12,13). 

Current implantable DC electrical stimulation devices require additional surgery to place 

and remove subcutaneous battery packs, limiting widespread clinical adoption even with 

evidence of enhanced gap healing (8,14,15).

To replace dependence on batteries, energy harvesting utilizing piezoelectric materials has 

been widely explored in the medical device industry, ranging from electrical stimulation to 

tissue engineering scaffolds (16). Piezoelectric materials generate electric charge from cyclic 

mechanical loading and are widely used to convert mechanical forces into usable electrical 

power (17). Orthopedic implants often used to stabilize gap healing scenarios, especially 

spinal fusion implants and intramedullary rods, undergo cyclic mechanical loading as the 

patient ambulates. If piezoelectric materials/devices could be adapted and incorporated 

within these implants, standard patient movement during walking could be transduced to 

usable electrical power to provide bone healing electrical stimulation directly to the healing 

site without a battery.

Goetzinger et al. designed a piezoelectric composite spinal fusion implant to deliver DC 

stimulation in sync with mechanical loading to a titanium electrode at the fusion site. The 

implants and associated circuitry were proven to produce enough power (>200µW) from 

simulated patient walking to deliver current densities of 4–5µA/cm2, the same levels of 

current used in clinically available implantable electrical stimulation devices (18,19). A 

preliminary proof of concept sheep study with these implants reported fusion sites with 

active implants rated as grade 3 fusion compared to control as grade 1 at six weeks and 

four month timepoints (20). Though scalability and manufacturability of these implants was 

limited, these foundational, positive results strongly support the efficacy of piezocomposite 
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implants providing mechanically synced DC stimulation at the fusion site and have initiated 

further development of the piezoelectric composite material.

Although piezoelectric generators have been widely studied and adapted for multiple non-

medical applications (17), several hurdles need to be overcome before they can be used to 

generate usable power within implantable devices. Most piezoelectric devices are used in 

very high frequency applications because energy conversion is most efficient when the input 

frequency matches the resonance frequency of the device, which corresponds to mechanical 

loading above 100 Hz (21). Additionally, many widely used piezoelectric energy harvesting 

device configurations (e.g. cantilever beams) are not suitable for incorporation into 

standard orthopedic implants and cannot withstand the repetitive high compressive loading 

conditions. Multilayer piezoelectric transducers are typically cylindrical stacks consisting of 

very thin piezoelectric ceramic layers alternated with electrodes. The piezoceramic material 

and electrodes are cofired together to create a stiff, composite device most often used in 

high load-bearing applications as a sensor (22–24). Compared to beams, cofired stacks of 

similar piezoelectric volume have increased mechanical to electrical conversion efficiency, 

increasing power generation at off-resonance frequencies, and have been characterized at 

human motion frequencies ~10Hz (24–26). The multilayer devices improve compatibility 

with post-processing circuitry (27), but the limited energy output of these devices limit 

scalability to generate adequate power for tangential devices (28). If power production 

of piezoelectric stacks could be increased, their geometric adaptability makes them an 

attractive option to harvest mechanical energy (i.e. walking) and subsequently utilize the 

generated electrical power to power tangential assessment sensors and provide in vivo 
electrical stimulation.

Compliant layer adaptive composite stacks (CLACS) was proposed as a cost-effective, 

scalable, load-bearing structural piezoelectric biomaterial to provide in vivo electrical 

stimulation (29,30). CLACS was designed to be encapsulated within an implant and 

incorporated polymeric layers between the ceramic piezoelectric layers to increase the 

fatigue resistance of the piezoelectric energy harvester. In several separate studies, CLACS 

was found to increase power production by 60–70% compared to stacks without compliant 

layers (i.e. cofired stacks as described above) and improve fatigue resistance under cyclic 

mechanical loading (29–31). It is important to note that in order for a piezoelectric material 

to produce electric charge under a given mechanical load, the dipoles within the material 

are aligned such that the positive polarization (poling) direction, or alignment of dipoles, is 

parallel to the primary mechanical loading axis. Two poling directions are shown in Figure 

1. Piezoelectric material constants are defined to describe the electrical field generated 

per unit of mechanical stress applied and depend on the axis in which the structure is 

loaded and the poling direction. The piezoelectric elements in traditional stacked generators 

and CLACS in these studies, are poled axially through-thickness, parallel to the direction 

of compressive loads applied. Little work has been done in the field to investigate use 

of radially poled stacks to harvest energy from multiaxial loading. The compliant layer 

expansion within CLACS changes the micromechanical loading across the face of the PZT 

discs but the effect of poling direction is not understood.
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Several constants are used to define the induced electric field under different axes of 

applied mechanical load. Specifically, the piezoelectric voltage constant, g33, governs the 

voltage output in a through-thickness poled piezoelectric disc in compression. Including an 

interdigitated compliant layer (i.e., CLACS) increases lateral strain, invoking an additional 

voltage from the off-axis piezoelectric constant, g31, subsequently increasing overall power 

production (32). Finite element modeling of CLACS showed that the compliant layer 

expansion increased the piezoelectric radial strain more than the through-thickness strain 

(33).

In the present study, we investigate use of a new structural biomaterial which we call 

mixed-mode CLACS (MMCLACS). We hypothesize that poling direction of piezoelectric 

elements can be exploited to achieve enhanced power production from a composite 

piezoelectric stack. This solution enables effective energy harvesting from multiple loading 

directions, while maintaining necessary strength to be utilized as a structural material to 

generate electrical power from low frequency, physiologic mechanical loads experienced 

by orthopedic implants. The voltage generated from the piezoelectric material must be 

post-processed to deliver electronegative current densities within safe ranges (<2mA/cm2) to 

the healing site (34). Previous work from our group has defined a voltage threshold (50V 

peak-to-peak or 18V VRMS) necessary to power the circuitry and still produce sufficient 

electrical stimulation for bone healing (30).

The purpose of this study was to elucidate the effect of poling direction on power production 

of MMCLACS under simulated walking loads commonly experienced by orthopedic 

implants during fusion and fracture consolidation. Power generation of piezoelectric 

composite stacks with mixed poling directions under low frequency compressive and 

torsional loads has not previously been investigated. Combining radial and through-

thickness piezoelectric elements within a stack is a novel configuration that we expected 

to provide interesting power producing capability in physiological torsion and compression.

Methods

Because traditional cofired stacks cannot vary poling direction of individual piezoelectric 

elements, CLACS fabrication methods were used in this study (29). In summary, 

commercially available, pre-poled piezoelectric discs were used to manufacture three 

MMCLACS groups as shown in Figure 2. To isolate the effect of poling direction, volume of 

piezoelectric material remained constant in each group. Radially poled stacks or R-CLACS 

are shown in Figure 2b, through-thickness poled stacks or T-CLACS are shown in Figure 

2d and mixed mode or RT-CLACS with alternating radial and through-thickness poled 

elements are shown in Figure 2c. Power produced from each MMCLACS configuration 

was characterized over a range of dynamic compressive and torsional load amplitudes, low 

frequencies and electrical load resistances.

Material Considerations

Three configurations of MMCLACS, R-CLACS, RT-CLACS, and T-CLACS, were used 

to investigate the effect of poling direction on power generation. All MMCLACS groups 

utilized commercially available piezoelectric discs made with the same type of lead 
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zirconate titanate (PZT), a PZT-5A Navy Type II (SM412, STEMiNC, Doral, FL). Discs 

were chosen to keep PZT type, size, and electrode type/size constant to isolate the effect 

of poling direction. This material was chosen based on the high electromechanical coupling 

coefficient (kt = 0.42) and the reasonable stiffness (Y33 = 56 GPa) for high load, low 

frequency applications. All discs were electroded and poled at the manufacturer. The 

electrodes were fired on silver and were applied to the top and bottom faces of the 

discs. The poling was completed under controlled conditions. According to STEMiNC, 

the radially poled discs (SMD10T02F412S) were poled on the radial direction, and the 

through-thickness discs (SMD10T02F412T) were poled axially as shown in Figure 1. To 

create the composite CLACS material, the epoxy used as the matrix material was a medical 

grade, room-temperature cure, two-part epoxy (EPO-TEK 301, Epoxy Technology, Billerica, 

MA). This material was chosen for its mechanical strength properties that are similar to 

common polymers used in orthopedic devices and desirable dielectric properties to decrease 

electric loss within the piezocomposite.

MMCLACS Fabrication

All MMCLACS were fabricated using the methods from a previously published CLACS 

study (29). In summary, the six PZT discs were connected electrically in parallel, stacked 

with interdigitated 0.4mm epoxy layers and encapsulated. The composite structures are 

shown in schematic form in Figure 2. The black and red lines represent the positive 

and negative electrical connections. Each type of MMCLACS (n=5 in each group) were 

composed of six PZT discs that were 10×0.2mm and five interdigitated compliant layers 

that were 0.4mm thick. Once stacked, each PZT-epoxy composite structure was a 10mm 

Ø x 3.2mm tall cylinder. The R-CLACS were made with six radially poled discs, and 

T-CLACS were made with six through-thickness poled discs. The RT-CLACS were made 

with three radially poled discs and three through-thickness poled discs, alternating radial and 

through-thickness (R and T).

The stacks were then encapsulated in EPO-TEK 11×45 mm cylinders (see Figure S1, 

Supplemental Material), ensuring the MMCLACS stacks were centered and aligned along 

the center axis of the cylinder. The cylindrical shape with tabs was designed to interface with 

the hydraulic grips used in testing, while maintaining an even stress distribution across the 

MMCLACS in compression and torsion. The volume of PZT (94 mm3), volume of epoxy, 

overall height and surface area was kept constant throughout all specimens. The electrical 

connection, impedance and capacitance was verified before each specimen was tested.

For the cofired stack analog comparison, stacks without compliant layers (R0, RT0, and T0) 

were manufactured (n=2 in each group). Six PZT discs were connected as explained above. 

A minimal amount of EPO-TEK 301 epoxy was used to adhere the discs together to create a 

uniform stack and ensure proper alignment once encapsulated.

Experimental Electromechanical Testing

For all electromechanical testing, a biaxial MTS MiniBionix 858 with 647 Hydraulic Wedge 

Grips was used to ensure consistency in testing across different loading conditions (MTS, 

Eden Prairie, MN). Tests were conducted in load-control utilizing a 25 kN, 250 N-m load 
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cell. The gripping pressure used for all tests was 5 MPa, and was calculated based on 

specimen size and material from manufacturer recommendations. The MMCLACS voltage 

output was measured across an electrical load resistance (utilizing a decade box) and 

collected during each dynamic loading condition. The voltage, load and displacement data 

were all recorded utilizing the MTS DAQ system at a continuous sampling rate of 512 Hz.

The goal of this study is to understand the power generation efficiency of MMCLACS 

under physiological loads commonly seen in orthopedic implants, specifically spinal 

fusion implants and intramedullary rods that experience consistent dynamic loading during 

patient ambulation. In lumbar spinal fusion implants, the primary load experienced during 

walking is compression (35,36). The frequency range was chosen to represent walking, 

with 2Hz being the median value – 1Hz for each foot strike. Thus, to understand power 

generation capability of MMCLACS, voltage generation was measured as a function of pure 

compression loads (100–1000N) at a range of walking frequencies (1–5Hz). Intramedullary 

rods experience multi-axial loading during patient ambulation including compression and 

torsion. Torsional load estimates range from 2–8N-m at lower frequencies (0.5–3Hz) were 

utilized to simulate walking where the implant undergoes loading during each step with that 

leg (37,38). To simplify the application of results, power generation was measured under 

pure compressive loads and pure torsional loads separately. Conservative estimates for load 

amplitudes throughout the healing process were considered to develop loading conditions 

and characterize MMCLACS behavior across a range of inputs (35–38).

Compression Testing

A 1200N compressive preload was applied to ensure the specimen remained in compression 

throughout all loads tested. Cyclic compression at 100 N, 500 N, and 1000 N load 

amplitudes were applied at four low frequencies of 1 Hz, 2 Hz, 3 Hz and 5 Hz (see Figure 

S2, Supplemental Material). For each load and frequency, the voltage output was measured 

across a shunting resistance sweep of 20 kΩ−20 MΩ. Resistance values were chosen to 

characterize the behavior of MMCLACS at a range of resistances necessary for circuit 

design and to capture the resonance behavior at the matched impedance of the specimen. 

Voltage data for each load, frequency and resistance was collected for 15 cycles to capture 

steady-state behavior. A custom MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) code was used to filter 

the voltage data, remove the beginning and end cycles, and calculate the average maxima. 

The average voltage amplitude of the middle five cycles was converted to RMS (VRMS = 

Vamp/√2) and used for power calculations (P = VRMS
2/R). Power for each loading condition 

was calculated (see Figure S3, Supplemental Material). Power output of each MMCLACS 

type as a function of poling direction was compared using a one-sided Wilcoxon Rank Sum 

test (α=.05).

Torsion Testing

To test the power production capability of each MMCLACS type in torsion, specimen were 

also electromechanically tested under pure torsional loads. A constant 200 N compressive 

preload was applied first to ensure the axial load on the MMCLACS remained constant 

throughout the remainder of the torsion loading cycles. Three torques, 2 N-m, 4 N-m, and 

8 N-m, were applied at four frequencies 0.5 Hz, 1 Hz, 2 Hz, and 3 Hz (see Figure S6, 
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Supplemental Material). Voltage output was measured across a shunt resistance sweep of 

20 kΩ−20 MΩ, and power output was calculated as a function of applied torque, frequency 

and applied resistance. The same MATLAB code and calculations from the compression 

testing were used. Maximum power output of each MMCLACS type as a function of poling 

direction was compared using a one-sided Wilcoxon Rank Sum test (α=.05). The standard 

deviations in this test were high, so further statistical analysis and claims were not made.

Results

In order to assess the viability of MMCLACS as an energy harvesting biomaterial, the power 

generation capability across a range of loads, frequencies and resistances was characterized. 

The goal was to better understand power generation from simulated walking due to poling 

direction of the piezoelectric elements in the specimens tested. It is important to note that 

this exact design (volume of piezoelectric material, test specimen geometry, etc.) would not 

be appropriate for many implantable orthopedic devices, but the power generation trends of 

each type of MMCLACS under different loading conditions was compared and can be later 

applied to specific device design requirements.

Compressive Load Characterization

Figure 3 presents the average power generated by each MMCLACS group as a function 

of frequency at 1000N compressive load (Figure 3a) and as a function of load at 2Hz 

frequency (Figure 3b). These selected loading conditions best represent physiologic loading, 

but all data collected can be found in Supplemental Material Figure S4. At all loads and 

frequencies tested, RT-CLACS produced significantly more power than T-CLACS (p<.05). 

Across most loads and frequencies, RT-CLACS produced significantly more power than 

R-CLACS, and R-CLACS produced significantly more power than T-CLACS (p<.05). At 

the maximum load and frequency (1000 N, 5 Hz, 0.97 MΩ) RT-CLACS produced 818 µW, 

27% more power than T-CLACS (646 µW). RT-CLACS produced 12% more than R-CLACS 

(730 µW). R-CLACS produced 13% more than T-CLACS. These statistical trends and 

percent increases in power were consistent for all loads, frequencies and resistances tested, 

demonstrating consistent increase in power due to RT-CLACS and R-CLACS, as compared 

to T-CLACS.

Because the MMCLACS layups and mixing of poling directions has not yet been 

characterized, the relationship between load and power generation at a given frequency was 

assessed. Increased compressive load amplitudes significantly increased power output for all 

groups (p<.05), following expected power generation behavior for piezoelectric generators. 

The relationship between power produced and applied mechanical compressive load is 

independent of frequency: a 112-fold increase from 100–1000 N, a 4-fold increase from 

500–1000 N, and a 27-fold increase from 100–500 N. This linear relationship was consistent 

with all MMCLACS groups.

Similarly, the increased power due to increased frequency was characterized and found 

to increase linearly across all loads: 2-fold increase from 1–2 Hz, 3-fold increase from 

1–3 Hz, and 5-fold increase from 1–5 Hz. Conventional piezoelectric stacks are composed 

of through-thickness poled elements like T-CLACS. Although unconventional, R-CLACS 
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and RT-CLACS power generation behavior as a function of load and frequency followed 

the same percent increases as T-CLACS; percent increases were consistent across all 

MMCLACS. Data collected at all loads and frequencies with statistical trends are presented 

in full in the Supplemental Material.

When designing electrical stimulation devices, it is important to understand the behavior 

MMCLACS as a function of applied resistance, as that will define the integration with 

post-processing circuitry. To maximize power generation efficiency, one should try to match 

the circuit resistance to the resistance of maximum power (source impedance). Figure 4a 

shows power and voltage produced as a function of resistance and poling direction at 1000 

N and 2 Hz. The available voltage is plotted with the calculated power across the sweep 

of resistances on a semi-log scale for clarity. Poling direction of the PZT did not affect the 

resistance at which maximum power occurred. At 2 Hz, the source impedance for all groups 

was 2.5 MΩ. Additionally, the voltage output for all three groups of MMCLACS was at this 

loading condition was above the threshold of 17V at all resistances above 1.5MΩ. The power 

and voltage curves for all loads and frequencies are presented in the Supplemental Material 

in Figure S5.

RT-CLACS produced more power than both other groups across all resistances tested, and 

R-CLACS produced more than T-CLACS. The influence of frequency on the resistance at 

which maximum power is produced is shown in Figure 4b. Although alternating poling 

direction significantly increased power generation, it was not due to a change in impedance; 

all three groups exhibited the same experimental source impedances across all frequencies. 

As frequency increased, power increased and impedance decreased, as shown by maximum 

power occurring at lower resistances. The optimal resistances for all groups were as follows: 

5 MΩ at 1 Hz, 2.5 MΩ at 2 Hz, 1.5 MΩ at 3 Hz, 0.97 MΩ at 5 Hz. The significant increase 

in power output of RT-CLACS validates use as an efficient energy harvester at all resistances 

and frequencies far below PZT resonance, and the presented data gives design inputs for 

post-processing circuitry considerations.

Figure 5 presents average voltage as a function of frequency and load for each group 

at several different resistances. The voltage is the VRMS at each loading condition 

which represents the available voltage produced from the piezoelectric generator at the 

load/frequency presented. At 10 MΩ, RT-CLACS produced on average 3V more than R-

CLACS and T-CLACS, which produced approximately the same voltage. At 1 MΩ, voltage 

increased by approximately 1–1.5 V from T-CLACS to R-CLACS to RT-CLACS across 

all four frequencies. At low resistances the differences were less between the three groups, 

suggesting that RT-CLACS most effectively increase voltage at higher resistances.

This is an initial characterization of a novel piezoelectric material, thus direct comparisons 

to other piezoelectric generators can be difficult due to differences in material properties and 

testing conditions. However, power density is a measure of efficiency for energy harvesting 

and can be used when designing future implants with given power requirements and 

geometric design inputs for the MMCLACS stacks. Power density as a function of poling 

direction and load applied demonstrate the efficiency of RT-CLACS (Figure 6a). Power 

density was calculated as a function of the PZT volume (94 mm3), which was constant 
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for all groups. The increase in power density was consistent for all loads, frequencies, and 

resistances tested. Figure 6b shows power density as a function of frequency. Results are 

presented at the resistance of maximum power for each frequency. The simulated walking 

load of 1000 N and 2 Hz, RT-CLACS produced 3.5 µW/mm3, R-CLACS produced 3.1 µW/

mm3, and T-CLACS produced 2.7 µW/mm3. Assuming implants have an available volume 

to incorporate MMCLACS within of ~75–100 mm3, and associated circuitry has a resistance 

~30 MΩ, these power densities are an order of magnitude higher than necessary to produce 

18 VRMS of voltage to power the circuit and deliver DC current to stimulate bone growth.

Stacks without compliant layers (R0, RT0, T0 in Figure 6) were made to validate the 

CLACS effect paired with the effect of poling direction (see Methods). CLACS substantially 

increased power density, as found previously: T-CLACS power density is approximately 

double T0 power density. Power increase due to compliant layer interdigitation in T-CLACS 

is consistent with previous work on CLACS (29,31,39). RT-CLACS increased power density 

by 100%, and R-CLACS increased power density by approximately 60%, as compared to 

RT0 and R0 stacks respectively. Comparing the effect of poling direction within a stack 

without compliant layers, it should be noted that R0 stacks generated slightly higher power 

densities than RT0 stacks, and both R0 and RT0 stacks generated more power than T0 

stacks. These results suggest that radially poled piezoelectric elements within a cofired stack 

could be an effective way to increase efficiency, without the additional space requirements to 

create the CLACS structure.

We note that the MMCLACS configurations presented are conceptual constructions that are 

not yet optimized to achieve maximum overall combined power generation from addition 

of compliant layers and mixed poling directions. While these opportunities for further 

optimization of device geometry and properties are worth highlighting and are currently the 

subject of additional investigation, we focus here on further experimental demonstration of 

power generation capabilities of these three MMCLACS groups.

Torsional Load Characterization

MMCLACS were designed to be a versatile energy harvesting structural material for use 

in implants experiencing multiaxial loading (e.g. fracture fixation rods/plates). To further 

characterize MMCLACS, power generated from low frequency torsional loads was also 

evaluated (Supplemental Material, Table S1 and Figures S6-S8). These results provide 

a basis for analyzing viability of MMCLACS power generation from off-axis loading. 

To inform future design of implants, especially intramedullary rods, power generation 

under pure torsional loads was characterized. For all MMCLACS configurations tested, 

the power and voltage generated was below the threshold 18 VRMS/150 µW as defined in 

the introduction. In order to characterize MMCLACS ability to power the post processing 

circuitry and deliver electrical stimulation, these thresholds were used to assess energy 

harvesting capability under torsional loads. However, other devices and applications need 

less power and thus a summary of power produced under the selected physiological torsional 

loads is presented.

At all torques and frequencies, R-CLACS and T-CLACS produced significantly more power 

than RT-CLACS (p<.05), producing 1.14 ± 0.55 µW and 1.35 ± 0.54 µW respectively at 
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maximum power (8 N-m, 3 Hz, 1.6 MΩ). RT-CLACS produced approximately 70% less 

(0.36 ± 0.29 µW) at the same torque and frequency. Maximum power occurred at the same 

resistance for all MMCLACS groups and increasing frequency decreased source impedance 

as expected: 12 MΩ at 0.5 Hz, 5.6 MΩ at 1 Hz, 2.6 MΩ at 2 Hz, and 2.1 MΩ at 3 Hz.

Power output increased with increasing torque and frequency consistently for all groups; 

4.3-fold increase from 2–4 N-m and 4–8 N-m, and 19-fold increase from 2–8 N-m. 

Similar to behavior under compression, as frequency increased power production increased 

uniformly independent of load and resistance: from 0.5–1 Hz and 1–2 Hz the power 

doubled, from 2–3 Hz there was a 1.5-fold increase, and from 1–3 Hz there was a 3-fold 

increase.

R0, RT0, and T0 stacks were also tested in torsion. R0 and RT0 stacks produced 

approximately 4 times more power than R-CLACS and RT-CLACS. In contrast, T0 and 

T-CLACS produced approximately the same amount of power. R0, RT0, and T0 stacks 

followed the same impedance trends as the R-CLACS, RT-CLACS and T-CLACS. These 

findings suggest that a radially poled PZT cofired stack (R0) would be most efficient for 

power generation under pure torsional loads.

To the best of our knowledge power generation capability of piezocomposite stacks from 

torsion has not been previously investigated. Power generated from MMCLACS at tested 

torques was a fraction of that generated from compression and may not be enough power for 

some applications. However, when smaller amounts of power are necessary (i.e. micro/nano 

generators) utilizing MMCLACS may be a viable option to harvest energy from torsional 

loads and generate power in the nanowatt range.

Discussion

Technological Perspective and Clinical Outlook

Translation of MMCLACS could address two technical issues in practical and clinical 

applications of piezoceramic stack energy harvesting – poor low frequency power generation 

efficiency and low fatigue performance. If piezoceramic stacks could be toughened to 

withstand multiaxial loads experienced in vivo, they could act as an effective generator 

within an implant to provide DC electrical stimulation directly to a fracture or fusion site, 

capitalizing on bone healing electrical stimulation while eliminating the need for a battery. 

Utilizing the piezoelectric effect of the PZT generator, the motion of the patient would 

dynamically load the implant, subsequently producing electrical stimulation in sync with 

the mechanical load, mimicking the body’s natural bone regeneration process (40). As 

demonstrated in a preclinical pilot study, this type of piezoelectric implant providing pulsed 

DC stimulation allowed for faster, more robust fusion (20). Although not the same PZT 

volume and vastly different composite configurations, under the same simulated walking 

loading conditions, all MMCLACS produced sufficient power to stimulate healing at lower 

resistances as described in previous work (18,19,29).

All piezoelectric energy harvesters generate alternating current (AC) signals, thus require 

circuits for signal conditioning and/or rectification. Bone growth is stimulated by negative 
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DC (41), thus design of a piezoelectric biomaterial to supply this stimulation requires 

a rectifying circuit to change the AC to DC, condition and subsequently deliver the 

negative current to the desired bone healing site. Several rectification components require 

higher voltage outputs than most piezoelectric generators produce under low frequency 

loads (42). The threshold voltage requirements and expected loss during rectification limit 

circuit design. MMCLACS produce significantly higher voltages at lower frequencies and 

resistances than standard piezoelectric energy harvesters, overcoming these rectification 

issues, increasing circuit design options and potential for miniaturization for use in MEMS 

and/or integration into current implant designs. In addition, the composite material provides 

toughness where brittle, cofired stacks would not be appropriate. CLACS have better fatigue 

resistance than cofired stacks (30). This allows MMCLACS to be incorporated as a load-

bearing material within existing structures, broadening potential use in devices that require 

fatigue-resistant energy harvesting (i.e. medical implants, sidewalks/roadways, shoes, etc.).

The PZT discs used here in T-CLACS were soft PZT, while the PZT discs used in the 

initial CLACS study were hard PZT (29). The increase in power output due to compliant 

layers that were twice PZT disc thickness was consistent across both studies: approximately 

60% increase in CLACS and approximately 100% increase in the T-CLACS in this study. 

This suggests that the effect of interdigitated compliant layers within a soft PZT stack 

further enhances power generation. Soft PZT has also been shown to be more efficient 

at off-resonance, lower frequencies in other energy harvesting applications (43). The 

unique MMCLACS fabrication technique allows pre-poled PZT discs to be combined into 

one uniform mechanical structure, coupling the effect of poling direction and CLACS. 

R-CLACS increased power production by 125% as compared to T0 stacks, an additional 

25% due to radially poled discs. Alternating R and T discs to create RT-CLACS, increased 

power output by a total of 250%, as compared to T0 stacks (cofired stack analog). This 

compelling result presents opportunities for all MMCLACS to be utilized as a structural 

energy harvesting material to generate usable power from common human and other low 

frequency cyclic motion.

This characterization of MMCLACS exemplifies the versatility of CLACS technology to 

generate power more efficiently at low frequencies seen in implantable medical devices, 

wearables, civil infrastructure and a variety of self-powered devices. Reported peak power 

densities for piezoelectric materials range from 50 µW/cm3 to 2700 µW/cm3 from a variety 

of loading conditions (44–47). Several of these devices are beams, requiring high frequency 

excitation vibrations (> 100 Hz) and space for maximum beam deflection. It is difficult 

to make direct comparisons with other devices due to vast differences in material, loads 

applied and device structure. However, it is notable that at 1000 N and the exceptionally 

low, off-resonance frequency of 5 Hz, RT-CLACS, R-CLACS, and T-CLACS in this study 

produced 8700 µW/cm3, 7800 µW/cm3, and 6900 µW/cm3 respectively, over 2.5 times more 

power per volume of PZT due to the unique MMCLACS structure.

The main motivation of this work is to characterize the power production of MMCLACS 

for use as a robust piezoelectric biomaterial that could be incorporated into existing implants 

to provide bone healing electrical stimulation without the use of a battery. However, with 

the increase in power production efficiency of the RT-CLACS and R-CLACS, it is possible 
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that this material could also act as a load sensing mechanism to track bone healing union 

progression. The issues associated with assessing union and fracture healing progression 

have attributed to the high rates of nonunions developed in orthopedic procedures (48). As 

bone grows in and around implants, load on the implant is reduced (38). As demonstrated 

in this work, as the dynamic loads decreased, MMCLACS power production also decreases. 

The load-power relationship developed (Figure 3) would relate the decrease in load 

experienced by the implant and predict the level of fusion/fracture consolidation. Recently, 

there has been work to assess fracture healing progression through external fixators (49), 

but incorporating this sensing technology into fusion and fracture fixation devices has not 

been done. The ability to determine fusion and/or union from sensor data would eliminate 

issues with expensive, qualitative healing assessment, potentially decreasing nonunion rates 

(50,51).

MMCLACS capitalize on expansion of the compliant layer and induce charge generation 

from several piezoelectric properties not possible in a traditional cofired stack generator, 

subsequently harvesting energy from multi-axial loads, not just pure compression (32). 

The poling direction in relation to the applied load direction, is an important factor that 

influences power production of piezoelectric energy harvesters. Under compressive loading, 

an axial through-thickness poling direction is the industry standard because when the poling 

direction and loading axis are parallel, the highest piezoelectric constant dictates the power 

generation. Although not yet completely understood, some piezoelectric models predict a 

coupling between radial and longitudinal partial systems at certain aspect ratios, and infer 

that an angled poling direction could activate an electric field from all three piezoelectric 

constants simultaneously (52,53). Once the dipoles within the piezoelectric material are 

aligned or poled, the material is anisotropic, thus several piezoelectric material properties are 

defined to describe the electric fields generated under different types of mechanical loading 

(e.g. compression, shear, etc.). Industry standard cofired stacks only generate power from 

one piezoelectric constant because the strain on the material is aligned with the uniform 

poling direction. However, RT-CLACS with mixed poling directions likely generates power 

from mechanical strain in multiple axes. Looking at RT-CLACS as a uniform structure, the 

‘composite poling direction’ would be at an angle, invoking voltage generation from all 

three modes, and could explain the increase in power generation found in this study.

In this work, we strategically explored the impact of poling direction on power generation. 

Although this work was focused on initial characterization, further work should explore 

ability of MMCLACS to produce power from cyclic tensile loads, something that is not 

possible for traditional piezoceramic energy harvesting devices. Further work characterizing 

and defining relationships of PZT disc/compliant layer aspect ratio and stiffness could 

generate an ideal composition for desired applications. It is likely that a specific compliant 

layer material and thickness would optimize power generation of MMCLACS and should 

be further explored. The RT-CLACS structure in this work represents one possible 

configuration of alternating poling directions, but several other approaches can be imagined, 

capitalizing on disc position within the stack and incorporating overall device structure into 

design decisions. An elaborate finite element analysis of both conventional CLACS and 

MMCLACS is of great interest, is under way, and left for further investigation. Additionally, 
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the mechanical properties and fatigue resistance of MMCLACS should be assessed to 

further validate use as a robust, load-bearing biomaterial.

Conclusion

A new class of energy harvesters, MMCLACS, has been proposed and initially investigated 

as a piezoelectric orthopedic implant material that would provide electrical stimulation to 

aid in bone healing. This structural biomaterial shows the impact of poling direction on 

power generation in a piezoelectric composite stack. The functional performance of these 

devices under compressive and torsional low frequency loads was validated. RT-CLACS 

generate more power than both R-CLACS and T-CLACS under compressive loads with 

power densities of 3500 µW/cm3, 3100 µW/cm3, 2700 µW/cm3 respectively, at simulated 

walking loads. Torsional loads produced limited power, but design would need to be 

optimized for use in most applications. MMCLACS produce more power than traditional 

piezoelectric stack generators under compressive loads. This additional increase in power 

could aid in the design of implants in which higher power densities are needed due to 

larger electrode surface areas or lower load amplitudes or frequencies. Because minimal 

power was produced in torsion, implants should be designed to apply purely dynamic 

compressive loads on the piezocomposite insert of the implant in order to generate sufficient 

power for electrical stimulation. Additionally, MMCLACS could be incorporated within 

implants as sensors to provide quantitative measures of the progression of fracture and 

fusion healing. Because of the higher power densities generated from RT-CLACS under 

moderate compressive loads, the wide and varied use of this technology could greatly 

increase efficiency of power generation from human motion, roadways, wearables, wind 

energy, etc. The ability to overcome efficiency losses due to frequency mismatches provides 

a promising route for further exploration and a practical material for energy harvesting 

implementation utilizing existing devices and technology.
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Figure 1. 
Radial (a) and through-thickness (b) polarization of piezoelectric discs. Arrows represent 

poling direction.
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Figure 2. 
Experimental electromechanical setup and MMCLACS configurations.

(a). MMCLACS were electromechanically tested to compare voltage and power produced 

at varying low frequency, sinusoidal compressive and torsion load using a biaxial MTS 

MiniBionix 858 with hydraulic grips. Load was applied and voltage output was measured 

across a shunt resistance sweep in series with MMCLACS. (b). Schematic showing R-

CLACS layup. (c). Schematic showing RT-CLACS layup. (d). Schematic showing T-CLACS 

layup. In b-d. arrows represent poling direction and positive/negative electrodes are labeled 

on each PZT disc. CL represents the compliant layers interdigitated between each PZT disc.
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Figure 3. 
(a) Average power generated by each MMCLACS group as a function of applied 

compressive load at 2Hz. Power presented at resistance of maximum measured voltage - 

2MΩ.

(b) Average power generated by each MMCLACS group as a function of frequency at 

1000N compressive load. Power presented at resistance of maximum measured voltage at 

the resistance corresponding to maximum power for each frequency: 5MΩ at 1Hz, 2MΩ at 

2Hz, 1.5MΩ at 3Hz, 0.97MΩ at 5Hz. Note: Error bars represent one standard deviation and 

*represents a significant difference (p<.05).
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Figure 4. 
(a) Average power and voltage output for each MMCLACS group as a function of poling 

direction and resistance applied at 1000N and 2Hz. Note the resistance is plotted on a 

log scale for clarity. (b) Average power generation curves as a function of resistance for 

each MMCLACS group presented at each frequency tested at 1000N. This demonstrates the 

effect of frequency on power generated and resistance of maximum power generation, or 

optimal resistance. Error bars left off for clarity.
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Figure 5. 
(a). Average voltage generated from each MMCLACS group as a function of load applied 

(b). Average voltage generated from each MMCLACS group as a function of frequency 

applied. Note: voltage is the VRMS equivalent calculated from the average amplitude of the 

AC voltage signal collected at each load, frequency and resistance. Error bars represent one 

standard deviation.
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Figure 6. 
(a) Average power density for each MMCLACS group as a function of load applied. Data 

presented for 5Hz frequency and resistance of maximum power, 0.97MΩ. (b). Average 

power density for each MMCLACS group as a function of frequency applied. Power data is 

presented at 1000N and the the resistance of maximum power for each frequency: 5MΩ at 

1Hz, 2.5MΩ at 2Hz, 1.5MΩ at 3Hz, 0.97MΩ at 5Hz. Error bars left off for clarity.
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